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THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Richard D. Doctor, Argonne National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

A complex debate is underway on climate change linked to proposals for costly
measures that would reshape our power grid. This confronts technical experts
outside of the geophysical disciplines with extensive, but unfamiliar, data both
supporting and refuting claims that serious action is warranted. For example,
evidence is brought to the table from one group of astrophysicists concerned with
sunspots — this group believes there is no issue man can manage; while another
group of oceanographers concerned with the heat balance in the world’s oceans
are very alarmed at the loss of arctic ice.

What is the evidence?

In an effort to put some of these issues in perspective for a technical audience,
without a background in geophysics, a brief survey will consider (1) an overview
of the 300 years of scientific inquiry on man’s relationship to climate; (2) a basic
discussion of what is meant by the “greenhouse” and why there are concerns
include not only C02, but also CH4, N20, and CFC’S;(3) the geological record on
COZ — which likely was present at 1,000 times current levels when life began;
(4) the solar luminosity and sunspot question; and (5) the current evidence for
global climate change. We are at a juncture where we are attempting to
understand the earth as an integrated dynamic system, rather than a collection of
isolated components.

Earth’s Changing Climate — Historical Interest

Knowledge about possible changes in earth’s climate must be wisely linked to future energy
planning. Because my colleagues and I prepare engineering cost estimates, total energy-cycle
carbon emissions, and carbon sequestration strategies for fossil energy cycles, we are directly
concerned with the challenges of tampering with the energy infrastructure [Doctor, 1993, 1997,
1999; Socolow, 1997]. Interest in man’s impact on the climate has engaged the attention of the
scientific community for more than three hundred years. Edward Gibbons, author of The
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, cited what in his day were one-hundred-year-old
archeological studies and suggested a land-use-climate link [Gibbons, 1790]:

“Some ingenious writers [citing earlier French work] have suspected Europe was
much colder formerly ... [but now is warmer, as a consequence of the] immense
woods having been gradually cleared...the morasses having been drained... and the
soil cultivated.”

Early in the 19thcentury, mathematician J.B. Fourier [1827] was the first to recognize that there
was an atmospheric “greenhouse effect” and coin this term. Direct experimental studies began
with J. Tyndale [1861] conducting experiments with light absorption in gases and suggesting a
climate link. As the last century closed, Svante Arrhenius [1896] had his graduate students carry



through approximately 30,000 hand calculations to propose that a carbon dioxide doubling from
fossil i%eluse would raise earth’s temperature 5-6°C ~ppenbrink, 1996]. What followed was a
flurry of investigations during this century on greenhouse gases and climate links. As the new
millennium begins, we find the complexity of the biosphere is a challenge to simple answers
[Botkin, 1986; NAS study]:

“A new approach to studying Earth processes [is needed], in which the Earth is
viewed as an integrated dynamic system, rather than a collection of isolated
components.”

What is the Greenhouse?

The sun drives the climate. Insolation from the sun, a G-type “main sequence star” may be
approximated as that from a black body radiator at 5,800 K that has traversed 93 million miles of
somewhat empty space [Shepherd, 1998; Allen, 1976]. Direct measurements of the solar energy
spectrum at the top of the atmosphere show a considerably different spectrum from what is
received at ground level. In particular, portions of the R-spectrum where water vapor absorbs
radiation are nearly opaque. This “greenhouse effect” has positive benefits to the earth of
enormous importance to life. The greenhouse effect raises the surface temperature from being
that of a 250 K black body — the average temperature of the moon — to a comfortable
temperature of 287.2 K (1902-1980 baseline) [Mann-1999]. This means that except at the poles,
liquid water exits. A number of gases such as H20YCOZ, 03, CHQ,N20, and CFC’S have been
directly linked to greenhouse absorption by satellite scans of the atmosphere at various altitudes
~arahari, 1992]. Hence, the issue focuses beyond just the impacts of CO*. These other
greenhouse gases have long lives in the atmosphere and absorb radiation in a currently
unsaturated portion of the spectrum [Houghton, 1996a]. Each molecule of CHQ has
approximately 56 times of the radiative forcing of C02, while N20 exhibits approximately
280 times the radiative forcing of COZ[Bryant, 1997].

But if the greenhouse is critical to life as we enjoy it why are there the scientific and political
concerns about it?

The concerns about the greenhouse effect fall into five categories:

. Whether anthropogenic activity is affecting the greenhouse.
● How large this effect might be.
● When we might see the impacts.
. How “smooth” a climate transition might be.
. And, what the local impacts will be.

Nowhere in the complex discussion of the greenhouse issue is the basic physics lesson that the
greenhouse effect exists questioned.



Carbon Sequestration — The Evidence Under Foot

From where I live in Chicago, up to Niagara Falls, the dolomite bedrock (a calcium magnesium
carbonate) runs several hundreds of feet thick. While geologists point to this as the evidence for
a broad inland sea that once covered the Eastern and Midwestern United States, that is not the
immediate issue of interest. The question is, “What was the source of carbon in this extensive
inventory of carbonate rocks?”

Considering the answer to this question, it becomes clear that the process of removing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere and sequestering it as mineral carbonates has been going on
throughout geological time. The consequences for the atmosphere have been enormous. Indeed,
as geophysicists reconstruct the evolution of the early atmosphere, it is generally assumed that
when life began in the oceans around 3.5 billion years ago, the atmospheric levels of carbon
dioxide where approximately 1,000 times their current level [Kasting, 1993]. Today, nearly 80%
of the carbons in the earth’s mantle are the fossil remains of oceanic life processes (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 The Distribution of Carbon on Earth (afler Dunsmore, 1993).
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Ocean activity has always dominated the process of maintaining the carbon balance for the earth,
and it does so today. The overall sequence of sequestering can be represented in a simple
chemical balance:

COZ + Calcium silicates (from volcanoes) 0 CaC03 + sand.



Within this balance is hidden the complex process of weathering the calcium silicates and
releasing calcium from the land to the oceans. For this process to go even 50°/0to completion
may take on the order of 107years [Schlesinger, 1997]. If we take all the carbonate rocks on the
earth resulting from this activity over the course of geologic time and add to these all of the
sedimentary and fossil fuels also being sequestered in the earth’s crust, the average rate of
sequestering carbon from the atmosphere since life appeared in the oceans is:

Planetary Carbon Sequestering Rate =75 x 106Glgatonnes/3.5 x 109yr = 0.02 GT/yr.

For comparison, current anthropogenic activity releases approximately 5.9 Gigatonnes (GT) of
carbon per year. Two activities contribute to the largest measure this release. While the largest
contribution is from the burning of fossil fuels, there also is a significant contribution from
changes in land use (see Fig. 2). Since, the literature in the climate change community
frequently treats this carbon as COZ, this same anthropogenic release rate expressed in these
terms comes to 21.8 GT of COZper year. Hence, the current rate of carbon release exceeds the
baseline planetary sequestering rate by a factor of 280 and leads directly to the current increases
in atmospheric carbon dioxide.
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Fig 2. Current Releases of Carbon and C02 Caused by Anthropogenic Activity
(after Dunsmore, 1993).

At this juncture, reasonable questions suggest themselves. Why are there any concerns at all, if
the original COZ level in the atmosphere was one thousand times the current level when life
began 3.5 billion years ago? If estimates of atmospheric C02 levels since the explosion of life in
the Phanerozoic — the past 550 million years — show a rise from 15 times the present levels to
22 times the present levels 100 million years later and then a drop [Berner, 1997], where is the



concern over the doubling of C02 projected in the next 50 years? Or, as some policy advocacy
groups such as the Marshall Institute ask, is it necessary to be concerned about rising C02 which
“has not been determined with certainty,” if past C02 peaks were “some 20-fold higher than at
present?” [Malakoff, 1998; Robinson, 1998].

Solar Luminosity and The Faint Young Sun Paradox

To answer this question, it is necessary to consider the relationship between the young sun and
the evolution of the atmosphere. This issue came into focus through the work of Carl Sagan in
the astrophysical community [Sagan, 1972]. Sagan recognized that if current prevailing
conditions on earth were kept constant; that is, the land and ocean albedos, as well as the
composition of the atmosphere were unchanged, then solar evolution would imply temperatures
on early earth below the freezing point of seawater. Clearly, this did not happen. In considering
the source of this warming, it seemed reasonable to postulate that greenhouse contributions from
a very different early atmosphere must constitute the solution to this so-called “faint young sun
paradox.” This issue, although well known, seems not to be broadly communicated [Ezer, 1965;
Newman, 1977; Canuto, 1978; Endal, 1982; Wigle, 1984; Burroughs, 1992].

The evidence that higher COZ concentrations once were present is literally beneath our feet, as
we have ssen. Since the Archaen (4.6–2.5 billion years before present), increasing solar
luminosity finds the climate steering a close course between the oceans moving to a runaway
greenhouse like Venus, or, a fully frozen state ~ewman, 1977; Sagan, 1997]. To prevent full
freezing, C02 was likely 1,000 times higher and luminosity 75–86% of present levels when life
began during the Archaen [Kasting, 1993; Longdoz, 1997]. Because the sun now is brighter,
having a 20-fold higher Phanerozoic C02 level (550 million years ago) when luminosity was
95’XOof present values and was just right for life then, but would be catastrophic today. These
higher C02 levels during geologically distant times have in fact done a most remarkable job at
keeping the temperature on earth within the narrow range of Al O K, lending support to the
hypothesis that life controls and regulates the cycling of chemicals on earth [Vernadsky, 1928;
Lovelock, 1988]. Hence, past C02 levels cannot be a guide to the future.

Sunspot Cycles — An Important Climate Consideration

Maintaining that increased C02 will make a negligible climate contribution, much is made in
some sectors of the research community of the “coincidence” between temperature and variations
in the length of solar sunspot cycle [Baliunas, 1995]. There is a consensus among astrophysicists
that the most important driver for the eleven-year sunspot cycle is linked to the “tidal shear”
caused by the regular orbital period of Jupiter (11.86 yr). Possibly, a complex mixing of a solar
magnetic field and an MHD paramagnetic resonance with the sun’s radiative zone may someday
prove to be a satisfactory explanation for sunspot cycles, but a process driven by regular orbital
motion is likely to exhibit a phase-linked response [Zaqrashvili, 1997]. NOAA has considered
climate contributions from short-term luminosity variations linked to sunspots in direct response
to the Baliunas hypothesis [Reid, 1997]. While concluding that current climate models have
been “underestimating” the importance of sunspots, and agreeing that there is justification for a
linear relationship between magnetic activity and brightness in sun-like stars, there is “none for
assuming any other functional relationship.”



The Path Forward

Baring political and economic disaster, world energy needs will increase ~akicenovic, 1998].
Resource availability will not be a major global constraint and the ratio of energy to greenhouse
gas release should improve significantly. The quality of energy services and forms will
increasingly shape future energy. At the same time, it is important to focus on energy end-use
patterns. These will converge throughout the world, even if market forces cause energy supply
structures to diverge. None of this will take place smoothly without a significant investment in
technological change. This change will be critical for fiture energy systems and our well-being.

Conclusions and Thoughts on The Path Forward

We have broadly surveyed the relationship between climate, atmospheric composition, the sun,
and biogeochemical planetary processes. Life on earth has exhibited the ability to adapt to
changes in COZthroughout geological time, but this is poor argument for a laissez-faire attitude
towards current anthropogenic emissions. Hoping for an accelerated planetary response —
particularly for processes which operate on a scale of 107years — is not a reassuring safety net
for impacts on human institutions.
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